
Always on the lookout for something new, Neil MacKinnon tries an FT rifle with a 
difference, the smooth twist ACZ Streamline.

I can’t help myself, it is not the result of a deprived childhood or a hoarding 
obsession or anything like that, I just like new stuff; stuff that is different, 
stuff that is unusual and stuff that may, or may not be better than the stuff I 
already have. In this case the stuff is a new rifle from Sure Shot that uses the 
well-known and well-used AERON (ACZ) metal stock but with an FX Streamline 
action installed, going under the snappy title of ACZ Streamline STX Ultra FT… 
catchy I think you’ll agree.

I have had my eye on FX rifles for a while as the smooth twist barrel has always 
intrigued me, and of late I have been hearing first hand of very good experiences 
at 12 ft. lb. level, something that has been far from guaranteed in the past, so 
when I saw a single shot, smooth twist barrelled action worked into a pretty 
well respected FT/HFT stock, I thought “that is my kind of stuff”.

So let’s have a little look, butt pad to muzzle and see what exactly it is that we 
have here.

The Aeron stock is made entirely from machined aluminium, with laminate wood 
cheek piece, pistol grip and hamster. This model has the standard woodwork but 
there is a higher spec model available with woodwork by Warren Edwards.

Starting at the back we have a butt pad and integral plate, the jaws of the pad 
are adjustable via a series of threaded holes and allen screw fixings. The pad 
does not have any lateral adjustment but using the two extension rods it can be 
angled up or down and also has a small amount of vertical adjustment. At the 
bottom of the plate is a weight bar that screws into the plate and has five small 
adjustable weights hung on it. 

Next we come to the cheek piece which again cannot be angled but has a full 
range of horizontal and vertical adjustments. The next point of contact is the 
grip which is not adjustable. Immediately in front of the grip, unsurprisingly, is 
the trigger, the post is fixed but the blade can be rotated to your preferred angle 
and can also be moved up and down the post. Just above the trigger on the right 
hand side is the safety catch, this only operates when the rifle is cocked, talking 
of which, directly in front of the catch is the biathlon style cocking lever, and in 
front of that is the single shot adapter loading slot.  

On the other side of the action to the cocking lever is a rotary power adjuster 
marked with one, two and three dots, three being 12 ft. lbs. Above the adjuster 
and single shot adaptor is a set of dovetails front and back of the breech 
opening; mounted to them on the FT version is a picatinny riser/bridge and a 
set of matching 30mm scope mounts… sweet! Below all this, back down on the 
bottom of the stock is the trigger guard and in front of that is the hamster that 
sits in an accessory rail that runs the entire length of the fore end. The hamster 
has a similar pair of fixing posts to the butt plate that allow it to be angled front 
to back, it is also height adjustable… and that is it really, above the fore end is 
the air tube and above that the shrouded barrel. The air tube has a probe type 
filler and manometer installed at the end. 

All the metalwork is anodised black with some neat engraving on both the stock 
and action highlighted in white, it all looks extremely business like.
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Conclusion

With a Leupold Competition scope installed in the mounts provided and the air 
tube filled to 220 bar, it is time to try the Streamline out.

The biathlon-style cocking lever does not need slapping backwards, it just needs 
a nice steady pull through until you hear the action ‘snick’. Over-enthusiastic 
use of the lever produces a nasty metal on metal feel which is most likely the 
internal mechanism hitting a stop. Don’t let me give the impression this is a 
delicate mechanism, it’s not, it is just lightweight.

Loading is an art form and has a definite knack which takes a while to acquire. 
The loading port is a deep slot in a moulded plastic block and the pellets have 
to be rolled in. It is possible to drop them in backwards, nose in, nose out and 
any number of other combinations but the most reliable method is to angle the 
rifle sideways until the loading slot is vertical and roll the pellets into it with 
your thumb.

I found that as set by the factory the first stage of the trigger is a little weighty, 
nothing that is troublesome and something that can be tweaked using one of 
the two adjuster screws provided. The second stage is very nice, again a tiny bit 
heavy, but again that can be adjusted. The trigger break is clean and sharp and 
there is no backlash that I could feel. After my first range session I adjusted the 
weight of both stages and got them a good deal closer to the way I prefer them.

On releasing the shot there is a slight recoil but very little report, in fact the 
loudest noise is the hammer spring after the shot has gone. It took me only 
a handful of shots to get the rifle zero’d, but it was the following day before 
I could check real accuracy thanks to hurricane Brian, or at least the bit that 
affected the South West of England.

The paperwork that came with the rifle from Sure Shot stated that the rifle was 
reaching 11.6 ft. lbs. using 8.44 grain pellets, that’s around 785 fps, so after my 
first range session and after a barrel clean out came the chrono. The Streamline 
has a regulator fitted so I was expecting a string of similar velocity readings, 
sure enough with Air Arms Field pellets (the free ones I got at the Worlds) I was 
getting a regular 785 to 789 fps. Other similar weight pellets from different 
manufacturers gave the same results.

As the Streamline has three power settings, I thought it would be fun to turn it 
down a bit, on medium power it was running at a regular 8.5 ft. lbs. and on low 
power at 5 ft. lbs. I can’t say I would ever use the adjuster, but it is good to know 
what effect it has. 

Next job was to see if the smooth twist barrel can hold its own with more 
conventional barrels…

Groups were shot at 30 yards to check zero, then out to 45, 50 and 55 yards, 
the results were all measured outside edge to outside edge. The first thing 
that came to light is that the smooth twist barrel just like every other barrel 
has a definite preference for certain pellets, this came as a bit of a surprise but 
possibly shouldn’t have.

At 30 yards and with its preferred Air Arms Field pellets, the Streamline will lay 
pellet on pellet, I then transferred to some open ground and sitting on a bean 
bag FT style I shot groups of five, with a very gentle left to right breeze. 

At 45 yards the Air Arms pellets came out best with repeated 10 to 11mm 
groups, with several batches of JSB’s at 25mm and a different batch of Air Arms 
at 40mm. At 50 yards it all seemed equal with all pellets producing 30mm 
groups, then out to 55 yards and the wind dropped a little allowing the Air Arms 
to produce a 23mm group with the other pellets all in excess of 30mm.

Next it was time to assess just how the Streamline works in the three FT 
positions.

I took a little while to get everything adjusted to my liking, once done I started 
on some range work. The Streamline is an extremely well balanced rifle and 
the trigger, although far from match grade is a marked improvement on recent 
MPR’s / S400’s that I have shot. The downside is the weight, or lack of it, 
especially with the Leupold Competition scope up top. Never the less on a windy 
day at the club, the 13mm target at 30 yards was no match and longer range 
targets were equally in danger of falling.

Probably because of the good balance, the Streamline turns out to be a very 
good rifle in the kneeling stance. With the trigger adjusted to my liking I was 
able to use my usual 1st stage 2nd stage technique for ‘snap’ type shooting. This 
meant I was consistently hitting full size kills at 45 yards.

Ahhh, right, well. I am not a good standing shot and to perform at my best I 
need a bit of weight to bear down on my leading arm. The Streamline is many 
things but weighty it is not and even with an adjusted 2nd stage trigger weight, 
standers over 30 yards could be a bit of a lottery. The obvious and easy solution 
is to add some weight.

This rifle has many things going for it; it is light, it can easily serve as both FT 
and HFT rifle, it has a highly adjustable stock that can be made to suit most 
people, a good trigger that is easily adjusted and it is accurate with the right 
pellet, it is also well priced for the package you get especially given the scope 
riser and mounts are included. There are other nice touches like a set of allen 
and torq keys, enough to tackle all the small adjustment points on  both the 
action and stock, and a spare set of filler probe O rings, always useful.

Is there a catch? Well there are two; to get the best from the Streamline you 
really have to find the pellet that suits your rifle, I suppose this is one of the 
prices we pay these days for ultimate accuracy. The other is the single shot 
adaptor, which when working well does its job perfectly, but it is easy to get 
loading wrong, especially when cold or wet fingers are trying to drop a pellet 
in the slot. NOTE: I have just been told that a new design of tray is on its way, 
whether it gets to me before I have finished the review remains to be seen.

My feeling is that this is a very honest rifle and that it will get better with use.  
With the right pellets it will perform as well as any comparable rifle and better 
than some, it seems that smooth twist technology is now effective in .177 
calibre and at 12 ft. lbs.

The Field Target variant comes complete with a 20 MOA picatinny riser rail, 
30mm scope rings and weight bar. 

LOA: 960mm
Height: 200mm
Barrel: 525mm
Calibre: .177
Weight: 3.7kg
Price: £1299.00

My thanks to Crackshot in Newton Abbot for taking care of the RFD transfer of 
the rifle.

Distributor: Sure Shot
Web Site: www.sureshot-airguns.co.uk
E-mail: mail@sureshot-airguns.co.uk
Phone: 01284 850941 or Office/Mobile 07973 719918

Address: Sure Shot Airguns Ltd, Birds End, Hargrave, Suffolk, IP29 5HE, United 
Kingdom 
(by appointment only)

Neil found the Streamline to be an extremely well-balanced rifle

A nice, steady pull was found to work best on the biathlon-style cocking lever

Neil MacKinnon had been keen for some time to get his hands on the smooth 
twist ACZ Streamline

A little more added weight was needed to get the best out of the Streamline for standers

The rotary power adjuster is marked with one, 
two and three dots, with three being 12 ft. lbs.

The Streamline turned out to be a very good rifle in the kneeling stance

The wooden grip is nicely finished

The hamster has a pair of fixing posts to the butt plate that allow it to be angled front to 
back; it is also height adjustable

The butt pad does not have any lateral adjustment but by using the 2 extension rods, 
can be angled up or down and also has a small amount of vertical adjustment
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